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NOTES:

In Part One of this presentation you will get to watch a video recording by open source 
software developer and audiovisual archivist Dave Rice who will introduce the City 
University New York’s Television Archive’s fascinating approach to using open source 
workflows and microservices.


Inspired by Dave Rice’s approach, the Media Archive for Central England have recently 
developed an open source workflow for video tape capture to FFV1 and Matroska.  I’ll 
introduce you to some of the tools and software we’ve used to achieve this before going 
into more detail in Part Two, where I will provide a guide to downloading and using 
FFmpeg via command line.


Command line code will be shown throughout this document like:

$ffmpeg -i video_in.avi -c copy out_video.mov



No Time To Wait 3 conference panel “How we FFV1 and Matroska” 
Sophie Bunz, Carl Eugen-Hoyos, Dave Rice, Joanna White



NOTES:

I was lucky enough to participate in the No Time To Wait 3 (NTTW3) conference last year 
at the BFI.  Since participating in the conference our open source engagement has 
developed quickly for MACE. We now utilise workflows built on software produced by 
contacts made at the NTTW3 conference.  To provide an overview of this open source 
scene I’ll now introduce Dave Rice.


Dave is passionate about open source software, and actively encourages ‘open’ learning 
within the field.  He’s worked to make FFV1 a recognised standard by the Internet 
Engineering Task Force (IETF) through the Codec Encoding for LossLess Archiving and 
Realtime transmission (CELLAR) project, and is responsible for the development of many 
key open source tools for the archiving community. He works hard to help demystify 
complexities of AV quality control and checksum validation, prioritising best practise and 
enabling others to follow in his footsteps, engaging with developments more traditionally 
aligned to the computer science community.


This 30 minute video was recorded for a recent DCP event, and he’s kindly allowed us to 
share it again today.  I asked him how he’d like me to introduce his video today, and he 
suggested I just say his name, and roll my eyes.








What’s all this hype about FFmpeg?

• Hyper fast audio and video encoder


• Free to use open-source project


• Uses command line to encode, decode, mux, 
demux, apply filters, playback, and extract 
metadata from multimedia


• Gives lots of support for checksum 
generation and validation necessary for 
preservation


• Included with download is FFmpeg, FFprobe 
and FFplay


• Lots of libraries and programs included 
within one project, constantly evolving as 
formats and codecs are developed


• Used for many popular softwares such as 
YouTube, iTunes, VLC as well as open source

‘Fast Forward mpeg’



NOTES:

So what’s the fuss? FFmpeg converts audio and video formats incredibly quickly, and it 
captures and encodes in real-time from various sources, including Black Magic capture 
cards.  It comes with FFplay, a simple media player using the FFmpeg libraries, and 
FFprobe that extracts media metadata from files. It’s a command line operated tool - but 
there are GUI versions such as iFFmpeg available for easier long-term use.


I love FFmpeg because it enables me to run automated encoding projects from a 
command line prompt, operating in the background behind other software programmes.  
This may not sound much but it is quite a significant step for high speed, high quality 
batch encoding that can simultaneously generate or validate checksums.


It can provide an answer to every audiovisual file problem you could face. Twice I’ve had 
significant workflow stumbles which FFmpeg has been able to fix. Firstly converting 
redundant codecs to useable files, and secondly generating editable and gradable 
ProRes444 videos from massive DPX folders that our Mac Pro couldn’t handle.  It’s 
hasn’t failed me yet with anything I throw at it.  For every new codec that is released by 
international vendors, the team behind FFmpeg reverse engineer it and recreate the 
codec for all FFmpeg users.



Open Source tools
Used at MACE (and all drawing on FFmpeg)

vrecord QCTools

MediaInfo IFIscriptsShotcut



NOTES:

We recently introduced our first open source workflow at MACE, which uses vrecord, 
QCTools, mpv and Shotcut for video tape capture to FFV1 and Matroska.  In addition, I 
have amended and adopted a few python scripts (or microservices) from the IFI’s Irish 
Film Archive’s arsenal, and hope to adapt and implement more in coming months.  I’ve 
started testing RAWcooked, a remarkable piece of software that converts DPX folders 
and audio files to lossless FFV1, FLAC and Matroska video file and reduced the storage 
size of the files by between one and two thirds (averages at about 50% size reduction).  
This FFV1 Matroska file can be viewed by FFplay, VLC or MPV players, easily written to 
LTO tape, or demuxed to the original DPX folder status including all metadata and 
sidecar files - should you need to recover the original scan for regrading and distribution.


I would say that your first steps with open source rely heavily on trust. Many of these 
projects have been developed by archivists such as Dave Rice, for archival use. We trust 
the developers to have created professional software that reflects broadcast and archival 
standards, and works as advertised. By engaging in the processes of development and 
making basic tests - interacting via GitHub with archivist developers when we experience 
problems or think of development ideas - we move beyond that blind trust and can start 
to understand that our interaction is as critical as the developers’ participation. By 
working together, via sites such as GitHub, we make these amazing free products better 
through collaboration and sustainable for long-term use.



An introduction to GitHub…



NOTES:

Working with open source software requires engaging with sites like GitHub, where open 
source developers make their software available for download and test. The term ‘Git’ 
comes from a system developed for tracking changes in source code during software 
development, and GitHub is full of independent software developer’s projects.  GitHub 
offers users the opportunity to follow software developments, star their favourites, follow 
developers of interest, generate issues encountered when trying out scripts, and when 
you dare you can fork projects to a repository of your own and make edits to code. If 
they work you can generate a pull requests for the developer to change code based on 
your amendments.  So far I’ve successfully done this with MediaArea website edits, 
where I’ve worked on HTML for the RAWcooked website and a few support documents.  


The best start is to sign up to GitHub and start following a few projects you want to use. 
This will add your email to their notification list and you will be able to follow issues and 
developments about the software - or find out first about exciting developments.


Take a look at my site and click on the contribution squares in green where you will see 
I’ve raised issues with vrecord, and made a couple of commits and pull requests with 
IFIscripts and MediaArea’s RAWcooked - https://github.com/digitensions

https://github.com/digitensions


vrecord
Currently only available for MacOS and Linux



NOTES:

As referenced by Dave in his video, this is the tool he developed for video tape capture 
which is now being used by archives globally.  It is easy to install using Homebrew (but 
FFmpeg must be installed first) and is currently only available for Mac/Linux.  It’s driven in 
part by command line prompts, you launch it by typing this into command line:

$vrecord -g
The launches the GUI (shown in slide lower left) from where you view and capture your 
video tape footage.  The configuration options feature another simple GUI (also shown in 
slide) with drop downs to select settings such as: video input; audio input; video codec; 
and FFV1 slice count (an amendment I requested via GitHub just implemented).  There 
are some limitations such as codec choices, and audio channel mapping has a maximum 
of 2 stereo pairs for audio capture (so no good for DigiBeta or Beta formats that have 
more channels active), which thankfully haven’t impacted on our captures yet.


This software is very easy to use, and while testing it at MACE we’ve raised a few issues 
and solved a few with them, such as missing MKV embedded logs.


Install instruction can be found here: https://github.com/amiaopensource/vrecord/blob/
master/Resources/Documentation/installation_and_setup.md


https://github.com/amiaopensource/vrecord/blob/master/Resources/Documentation/installation_and_setup.md
https://github.com/amiaopensource/vrecord/blob/master/Resources/Documentation/installation_and_setup.md
https://github.com/amiaopensource/vrecord/blob/master/Resources/Documentation/installation_and_setup.md




NOTES:

The capture window view we use at MACE allows you to monitor several things during 
the capture process including waveform, vector scope and pixels outside of broadcast 
range. This window is ridiculously helpful when capturing video tape. We find tape 
captures often exhibit illegal broadcast range. The yellow pixel shading (seen top right) 
can be on black sections that are too black, or in regions of sky or extremely bright 
whites indicating broadcast luma excess. Sometimes it’s saturation level excess. This is 
only one of 13 different capture views you can select, and all are well worth looking into.





NOTES:

Files captured using vrecord can generate some excellent side car files including: 
FFmpeg capture log and decklink logs both of which can be embedded with an MKV 
wrapper; MD5 frame checksum file; QCtool snapshot JPEG (shown in slide); QCTool 
quality control analysis XML; and a VITC timecode log.


The QCTools JPEG has proven invaluable for quick assessment of video saturation and 
audio problems. At MACE the video tape capture occurs in a separate room to the 
editing/grading.  We have no proc-amp analogue device to correct levels at point of 
capture, so having a quick reference that can highlight issues means there’s a chance to 
rectify chroma/saturation or audio problems more easily in post-production.  After 
adjusting the file the exported file can be assessed fully in QCTools to ensure the tape 
capture problems have been minimised.


If you want to find out more about vrecord visit the GitHub for the development where full 
instructions for installation and operation of the software are included: 

https://github.com/amiaopensource/vrecord

https://github.com/amiaopensource/vrecord


QCTools Definitive filter instructions found here:

https://mediaarea.net/QCTools/Filter_Descriptions

QCTools.mov






NOTES:

QCTools is software tool that helps users analyse and understand their digitised video 
files through use of audiovisual analytics and filtering, which draws from the FFmpeg 
suite of libraries. QCTools allows archivists to identify, filter, and assess all manner of 
video errors and anomalies. The tool is flexible, providing a variety of viewing options, as 
well the ability to create and export reports.


My primary focus for safety checks include:

Image Saturation (Saturation rate of 128 or over is considered illegal)

Broadcast Range (pixels that fall outside of the standard broadcast range)

Audio R.128 (momentary loudness monitor)


Each filter has colour coded lines (seen in slide as red, green, black squiggles) which all 
have unique indicative properties. To understand the precise nature of each filter I 
strongly recommend you read their Filter Descriptions document, found on the 
MediaArea website: https://mediaarea.net/QCTools/Filter_Descriptions

Install is a fairly simple process and full details are here:

https://github.com/MediaArea/QCTools

https://mediaarea.net/QCTools/Filter_Descriptions
https://github.com/MediaArea/QCTools


https://bavc.github.io/avaa/



NOTES:

As an interesting aside, the ultimate website companion to QC Tools is the wonderful

AV Artifacts Atlas website available here:  https://bavc.github.io/avaa/


There are hundreds of images, videos and sound clips from faulty audiovisual files along 
with descriptions of the faults and official terms for each known artefact.  A few samples 
of VHS and U-Matic artefacts follow.

https://bavc.github.io/avaa/


Top left - Vertical smearing

Top right - Ringing Artefact caused by U-Matic

Bottom left - VHS over saturation

Bottom right - VHS corrected saturation



MediaInfo metadata tool



NOTES:

MediaInfo has been developed by Jérôme Martinez and the MediaArea team and at MACE I 
regularly use it to quickly view the metadata of a file when in command line (image lower right) or 
using the software version GUI (image upper left).  It breaks down audiovisual asset metadata 
into:


Container  - format, profile, commercial name of the format, duration, overall bit rate, writing 
application and library, title, author, director, album, track number, date, duration...

Video  - format, codec id, aspect, frame rate, bit rate, colour space, chroma subsampling, bit 
depth, scan type, scan order...

Audio  - format, codec id, sample rate, channels, bit depth, language, bit rate...

Text  - format, codec id, language of subtitle...

Chapters  - count of chapters, list of chapters…


Many microservices will use tools like MediaInfo to export metadata to a CSV or XML for inclusion 
in an Archival Information Package, or to import into a database system.   Depending on your 
install you may have a Command Line version or a GUI version (or both!) and full install and 
operation instruction can be found on their GitHub site:

https://github.com/MediaArea/MediaInfo

https://github.com/MediaArea/MediaInfo


Shotcut
Open source video editor that handles FFV1



NOTES: 
Shotcut is a really versatile video editor that can handle hundreds of video codecs, as it draws on 
the FFmpeg libraries. This means it’s currently one of a small handful of editors that can take FFV1 
video and edit on a timeline.  It works like a standard non-linear editing software. You can open 
files by drag-n-drop in addition to the usual menu and toolbar methods. Tap J, K, L to control 
playback speed and direction. Tap J or L repeatedly to go faster. Tap I or O to set the in and out 
points. Press left or right cursor keys to step frame-by-frame through a video timeline. Press page 
up or down to step one second at-a-time. Press alt+left or alt+right to jump between start, in, out, 
and end.


During testing of MACE’s new open source workflow I tried trimming and exporting FFV1 
Matroska files with Shotcut, but the embedded logs captured via vrecord weren’t retained, so I 
now trim down my captures using MPV with a script and use ShotCut to apply corrective colour 
filters/audio editing before exporting to ProRes 422HQ. The export settings are all recognisably 
FFmpeg settings.  Full details of my processes can be found on my blog at:

https://digitensions.home.blog/

https://digitensions.home.blog/




NOTES:

To illustrate the left image show some of my favourite filters available for colour, image 
and audio adjustment with Shotcut. On the right are the export settings I use for ProRes 
422HQ. I’ve edited the settings myself in the bottom right panel using FFmpeg 
commands, editing to vprofile=3 for ProRes HQ, and pix_fmt set to yuv422p10le and 
map=0 (more on this later when we look at FFmpeg command line instructions).



MPV player






NOTES:

MPV is a cross platform media player not unlike VLC. They both draw on the FFmpeg suite of 
tools, but MPV has more interesting developments that make it a really adaptable video player/
basic editor and exporter.  For example, here at MACE I use MPV with mpv-plugin-excerpt that 
allows me to edit my FFV1 Matroska captures, and save excerpts without losing the Matroska 
embedded log files generated by capturing through vrecord.  This is the only method I have found 
that easily allows me to edit capture files and retain the logs - so MPV has already proven it’s 
worth in MACE’s suite of open source tools.


It can be used from command line (as shown in this short video) or you can install it with a GUI 
using the cask programme - full installation details are available on my blog at: https://
digitensions.home.blog/

https://digitensions.home.blog/
https://digitensions.home.blog/


RAWcooked testing






NOTES:

RAWcooked easily encodes RAW audio-visual image sequences (such as DPX) into a lossless 
video stream, reducing the file size by between one and two thirds. FFmpeg encodes the audio-
visual data into a Matroska container (MKV) using the video codec FFV1, and audio codec FLAC 
(Free Lossless Audio Codec). The metadata accompanying the RAW data is fully preserved, along 
with additional sidecar files such as MD5 checksums, LUT or XML if desired. This allows for the 
management of these audio-visual file formats in an effective and transparent way. The lossless 
Matroska video stream can be played by FFplay, VLC or MPV media players, and writing and 
retrieving from storage devices such as LTO is significantly quicker.  If you need to use the RAW 
source in its original form, one line of code will easily restore it bit-by-bit, faster than retrieving the 
same file from LTO tape storage.  We’ve been testing RAWcooked for about a year at MACE. The 
software went live in October 2018, but there have been a few small issues experienced and fixed 
in recent months. Many people are still in test phase, such as the IFI’s Irish Film Archive.  The 
average side reduction from MACE’s GE4 scanner is approximately 50%, a significant saving 
when handling multiple 16mm 400ft 4K scan files at around 700-750GB each.


Take a look at Introduction to FFV1 and Matroska for Film Scans:  https://
kieranjol.wordpress.com/2016/10/07/introduction-to-ffv1-and-matroska-for-film-scans/

Installation and operation instructions here: https://mediaarea.net/RAWcooked

https://kieranjol.wordpress.com/2016/10/07/introduction-to-ffv1-and-matroska-for-film-scans/
https://kieranjol.wordpress.com/2016/10/07/introduction-to-ffv1-and-matroska-for-film-scans/
https://mediaarea.net/RAWcooked


IFI Scripts copy.it






NOTES:

The IFI Irish Film Archive’s Kieran O’Leary recently developed the DPC award-winning IFIscripts 
which are microservices formed from Python scripting (great for cross platform usability).  They 
have enabled a new era of automated content management and have been responsible for 
handling masses of new film, video tape and born digital submissions from Ireland’s LoopLine 
Film.  Ever since I heard about the IFIscripts I’ve wanted to experiment and adapt them for use 
here at MACE.  We already use the script copyit.py which allows you to select an individual file or 
folder, the script then creates a checksum manifest for the input file/folder, copies it to the location 
you’ve indicated, generates another manifest at the copy location and then validates the first 
manifest against the second. The video in this slide demonstrates how simple that process is.  As 
you can see in the video you get two desktop log folders which give you the FrameMD5s of the 
DPX files (in this case) and a log of the process of copying.  I’ve used copyit.py for transferring 
files to and from MACE’s spinning disks, to and from hard drives and between computers across 
networks - any scenario where it’s critical that a file’s integrity is maintained. I have also used it 
regularly for copying to LTO tape using the -lto command, added recently which switches from 
RYSNC to GCP for Mac copying.


It’s not easy getting python 3 scripts working on my MacPro 5,1 (which ships pre-installed with 
Python 2.7). There’s lots of conflicting advice online for upgrading Macs to Python3 and it’s given 
me lots of headaches, so if you think about doing this I would recommend you seek advice from 
Apple.  The IFIscripts are being upgraded to Python 3 as I type, as Python 2.7 is being phased out 
by 2020.





NOTES:

Funding limitations experienced by many in the archiving sector means that using free and open 
source tools and codecs is increasingly becoming a ‘no brainer’. These tools can offer vital 
assistance to archives looking for low cost professional solutions to difficult quality control issues. 
They do come with a fairly steep learning curve, but with support the results are quickly 
achievable and very useable.  Installation and implementation of the software requires command 
line use (more in part 2) but may be operated quite simply through graphical user interfaces (GUIs) 
like regular software.  More important than anything else is the sense of satisfaction you feel 
knowing that by contributing to these amazing open source assets you’re helping ensure their 
development and survival for many years to come.


If you would like more detail about installation and operation of these open source softwares visit 
my blog.  It details all the stages required to establish a strong open source FFV1 Matroska QC 
workflow in your archive.  All comments are gratefully received.

For the love of FOSS (Free and Open Source Software):

https://digitensions.home.blog

https://digitensions.home.blog
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It all starts with command line
Command Prompt or PowerShell (Win) / Terminal (Mac)



NOTES:

Command line interface (often shown as CLI) is a text only window in a simple GUI (graphical user 
interface).  Software such as Adobe Premiere use complex GUIs that allow you to edit/export 
video by pushing buttons etc, instead of coding instructions directly to the computer.  Each 
command line interface has a programme called a shell (or Command Interpreter) running within it 
which reads the commands and then executes them. For MacOS Terminal the shell is called 
BASH, or Born Again SHell, and can been seen at the top of the Terminal window when there is 
no command running   “~ — -bash”.


When issuing a command into bash you’re telling a computer to do something in it’s own 
language.  For example “mkdir” command means make directory (Folder is another name for a 
directory).   This image details a command I was running to prepare for this presentation, a trim 
command for FFmpeg to cut up and export a new video.  The command is highlighted blue, and 
begins immediately after the User Name and a $ sign.



This video shows Terminal calling FFmpeg to convert an uncompressed v210 video to ProRes 422HQ

MOV to ProRes.mov






NOTES:

1. Why do we need to use command line?

It enables you to install and use tools that do not have GUI equivalents, such as open source tools. You 
can easily automate commands, so the computer can do some of your work for you.

If accessing computers remotely you often have no access to a GUI, so you have to know command 
line to talk ‘in the dark’.


2. Drag and Drop folders and files for ease:

It is easier to drag/drop it into the command line stream and this will ensure your path to the file is 
correctly formed.  You can type it also, but drag and drop saves loads of time.  If you don’t set a path 
for an output file then Terminal always save to your User folder and anything your output will be found in 
there.


3. Case sensitivity, a blessing and curse:

Code is pedantic, it has to be exact or it wont be happy, so you swiftly learn how to spot errors and 
omissions.  You can’t make an error with your typing and accidentally damage something, if you get the 
smallest digit wrong it will fail to run/execute.  Also, if you’re accidentally copying over something with 
the same name you WILL be prompted to answer “y/N” to ensure it is a deliberate action.  Watch out 
particularly for mistakes with the number one and the letter L in lower case, or single quote marks ‘ 
being mistaken for the ` grave accent.


4. The scales will tip to loving command line

Gradually over weeks and months of successful experimenting you wish you’d engaged with command 
line earlier. I can’t wait to launch Terminal when I get to work and I try to find jobs that require my 
engagement with command line so I can keep developing my skill set.




Mac   |   PC


pwd |  chdir  show current directory 
cd             change directory by drag and drop 
cp  | copy    copy a file to a new locations 
ls  | dir         list the contents of directory 
rm     |  del          delete item or directory 
                             (DELETED, NOT PUT IN TRASH) 
    mkdir              make directory 
    rmdir             remove directory 
                             (DELETED, NOT PUT IN TRASH)

A few useful commands



NOTES:

Some of these commands work in isolation, such as ‘pwd’, but others require a path to a file or 
directory adding one space directly after the instruction, such as the change directory command:

$cd /User/pathtofolder/folder/

I’ve used all of these commands at some point or another, but easily the most regular command is 
‘cd’ change directory. If making batch re-encodes I cd into the directory the files are in to keep 
them in the same location or in a neighbouring directory.


Use the ‘rm’ commands carefully to begin with, as they don’t place items in the trash but delete 
them permanently and immediately. This can’t be undone.


If you want to quit a command you’ve started quickly, you can use ctrl+C, or for instant kill of an 
action ctrl+Z. Failing that, shut the window!  It won’t do any harm if you’re just working on 
encoding etc, just remember to delete the partially completed file before restarting it later.


I’ve received loads of help with command line from reading digital preservation specialist Ashley 
Blewer’s training slides, and highly recommend them as a resource. They’re perfect for beginners 
through to advanced users and can be accessed here:  training.ashleyblewer.com 

http://training.ashleyblewer.com


Package managers

Download and install the correct package manager once for your system.


Make all future installations and upgrades really simple by calling: 
$brew install ffmpeg   |  $brew upgrade ffmpeg  
$choco install ffmpeg  |  $choco upgrade ffmpeg 

Particularly useful when downloading open source software from GitHub.


Mac or Linux 
https://brew.sh/

Windows 7+ 
https://chocolatey.org/install

https://brew.sh/


NOTES:

For easy command line installations get a package manager, and then let that piece of software 
do the rest of the hard work for you.  Package managers automate the process of installing, 
upgrading, configuring, and removing computer programs for a computer's operating system in a 
consistent manner.  They typically maintain a database of software dependencies and version 
information to prevent software mismatches and missing prerequisites.  When I’ve installed 
Homebrew to a Mac it’s required an additional install of Xcode which the installation process 
handles itself but does require you to say ‘yes’ to. I’m unsure of requirements for Chocolatey as 
I’ve never installed this way to a PC.


Once the package manager is installed you can access full operating details for Homebrew (or 
Chocolatey by changing command to choco) by running:

$man brew   (to run the manual, press q to exit)

$brew -h   (to view the help pages)

Installing with a package manager is easy, and the slide shows the short commands needed to 
install and upgrade FFmpeg to both Mac and PC. Uninstall is equally easy, should you need it, by 
just substituting install for uninstall in the command.  With each new install your make using 
Homebrew the software begins the function with checking for brew updates, which is great 
because it’s one less thing to worry about being out of date.  Also, if you want to blanket update 
everything in it’s database (ie, installed by brew itself) you can just run ‘$brew upgrade’ with no 
specified file and it will check all packages for their version currencies and upgrade if necessary.






NOTES:

This is just a quick example of a Homebrew ‘$brew upgrade’ two word command 
automatically handling all the upgrades for you, saving you a ton of hassle! The software 
has searched through all the installed formulas and found four items that weren’t the 
latest versions, including MediaInfo at the bottom.  It is often recommended after 
installing some software to immediately run an upgrade check, as some softwares install 
from different packages to the upgraded versions (such as vrecord).



ffmpeg -h



NOTES:

Once you have FFmpeg successfully installed using your package manager you can start 
to learn how to use it by viewing the inbuilt help pages. There are a few options to find 
out more:


$ffmpeg -h               Standard help (shown above in slide)

$ffmpeg -h long   Help with more options showing

$ffmpeg -h full   Help with all options showing

$man ffmpeg           Launches detailed manual (press q to exit)


The best way to learn is to install and try it out, and make notes where you find things 
that look helpful for your archive workflows.



ffmpeg -codecs



NOTES:

Another incredibly essential help you need is the codecs list:

$ffmpeg -codecs
This will launch all the available codes within the FFmpeg suite.  As shown above each codec 
is broken into categories of video, audio or subtitle codec, decoding or encoding supported, 
intra frame only codec, lossy or lossless compression.


It also gives you the short form of the codec, e.g. ‘v210’ and its full name Uncompressed 
4:2:2 10-bit. The DEVASILS prefix is a really helpful indication when scanning through the list. 
Try it out and look at the full descriptions to find a codec you use in your archive.  When 
looking at a codec such as FFV1 which isn’t flagged as an intra-frame only codec, remember 
it has the option to be either and this could be the case for other codecs on the list.



The basic command
$ffmpeg  -i  input.avi  output.mov



NOTES:

This is the basic command for FFmpeg. You make the ffmpeg programme call, set an 
input marker -i, add a file and then give a path to your chosen output location and name 
it with your favourite extension choice.


The output is usually always the last item, and the extension determines the codec/
wrapper choice.  There are exceptions such as when you want to generate an md5 file 
alongside the output.mov, and this runs at the end of the command (see FFmprovisr for 
framemd5 checksum commands).


My slide image shows how you would layout a command that includes codec specifics 
using -c:v for video codec and -c:a for audio codec, in this case a basic FFV1 
version 3 with FLAC audio and an MKV wrapper.



FFmpeg codec defaults

Source https://amiaopensource.github.io/ffmprovisr/#codec-defaults

https://amiaopensource.github.io/ffmprovisr/index.html#stream-mapping


NOTES:

If you chose not to specify codecs FFmpeg will revert to a set of defaults shown here 
(taken from the wonderful FFmprovisr site). As you can see a mov default would result in 
aac audio and h.264 video codec encode, so the file you might have assumed was 
lossless will actually be a lossy default version!


So it’s important to add that -c:v -c:a flag or as an alternative you can set a -c copy 
to make an exact copy of all original codecs.



Mapping streams
very important feature for archival film processing

Source https://amiaopensource.github.io/ffmprovisr/index.html#stream-mapping

https://amiaopensource.github.io/ffmprovisr/index.html#stream-mapping


NOTES:

I repeatedly forgot this for ages but it’s very important to ensure you don’t forget it.

-map 0  should be your new best friend. This FFmprovisr slide explains steam mapping, 
and you can read more on their excellent site.


There will be cases when you can’t use the -map 0 call, such as when using a filter which 
separately selects a video or audio map (itsoffset, -map 0:v -map 1:a), and use of -map 0 
would contradict the filter selection and fail the command. But for converting a video file 
from one codec to another, definitely make sure you use the -map 0.



Using FFmpeg to create content 
(make sure you cd into a safe directory to create and test files)

Make an audiovisual file with colour bars and tone
$cd /Users/yourname/desktop/directory_name/   (drag and drop this)
$ffmpeg -f lavfi -i mandelbrot -c:v v210 -f lavfi -i 
"sine=frequency=1000:sample_rate=48000" -c:a pcm_s16le -t 10 your_file.mov

ffmpeg -f       ffmpeg program activated and filter call
lavfi           short code for libavfilter, FFmpeg virtual input device
-i              input indicator
mandelbrot      The Mandelbrot pattern is a fractal curve that makes it easy to spot errors
-c:v            video codec prefix
v210            choice uncompressed 4:2:2 10-bit
-f lavfi -i “sine=frequency=1000:sample_rate=4800”  -  audio tone generation by lavfi filter
-c:a            audio codec prefix
pcm_s16le       choice PCM signed 16-bit little-endian
-t 10           time, duration of clip in seconds
your_file.mov   your file name and selected wrapper choice

Trying playing this with FFplay:
$ffplay your_file.mov

Make a directory and create a test DPX sequence
$mkdir DPX/
$cd DPX/
$ffmpeg -f lavfi -i testsrc=size=2048x1530 -vframes 500 -pix_fmt gbrp10le 
the_greatest_film_%04d.dpx



NOTES:

FFmpeg can generate video content using the libavfilter forming virtual input which can 
be used in place of actual content. For the following FFmpeg tests it makes more sense 
for you to work with actual archival files, so you only need to generate video if you have 
no access to archive files. This slide demonstrates how to make testsource (SMPTE bars 
and countdown) and mandelbrot (weird spacey fractal curve). When a command takes 
up multiple lines just leave one space on your command line. Begin by changing your 
directory, perhaps navigating to desktop so you can find outputted files easily. To make a 
new directory (or folder) use the MKDIR in command line, then cd into it.  Desktop path 
for Mac is cd /Users/Joanna/Desktop/  Here’s two codes that will generate content 
for test purposes, the first makes a colour bar video and the second creates a directory 
and generates a 500 image DPX sequence with 10 bit RGB colourspace (shown as 
gbrp10le).  %04.dpx is an expansion indicator that gives 04 decimal spaces, so it will 
start the sequence the_greatest_film_0001.dpx etc.



Uncompressed 4:2:2 V210 conversion to FFV1/MKV and back again






NOTES:

Let’s talk about FFV1 for a minute, and how truly awesome it is as a lossless codec for archiving. 
It can be intra-frame (meaning each frame has all the colour and image data stored within it) or 
inter-frame (which has data stored in a key frame with only the difference of each subsequent 
frame being stored in between the key frames). To make sure you pick the former you must 
activate GOP (group of pictures) by using -g 1 after your codec selection.  Each frame is split 
into slices, and at MACE we use 24 following light testing and some early white papers I read 
(links available on my blog). Slices affect multithreading performance, and your CPU’s ability to 
read multiple thread concurrently. It also affects file size, increasing the number of slices might 
speed up performance, but also increases the file size minimally.  Finally SliceCRC adds CRC 
(cyclic redundancy check, like a CRC32 checksum) information to each slice. This makes it 
possible for a decoder to detect errors in the bitstream, rather than blindly decoding a broken 
slice. There’s a code later that will show you how to check for CRC errors.


As if all this isn’t enough, it also reduces the file size by between one and two thirds its original 
size while remaining lossless.  This video compares before/after size of encoded videos. This 
difference is particularly steep,1.38GB to just over 10MB. You wont see this with real video, but it 
demonstrates how dramatic an effect the lossless compression can have on a colour bar video.  
FFV1 is generally only used to encode uncompressed video assets, and not formats such as DV 
which has it’s own compression already applied and is best left in it’s original form. It’s not used 
for born digital or codec such as ProRes either.  From my experience it’s usually about 50% for 
DPX compression using RAWcooked, and for video tape assets between 50% and two thirds 
reduction.  If it’s outside of these parameters then take a look at the source video, it may not have 
the codec you expect, and benefit from an alternative approach.



Re-encode the uncompressed file to FFV1/MKV with audio codec set to FLAC
$ffmpeg -i your_file.mov -map 0 -c:v ffv1 -level 3 -g 1
-slices 24 -slicecrc 1 -c:a flac your_file2.mkv
How do you think you’d return this command to original file using -codecs?

Fixity check an FFV1 codec and display CRC mismatches:
$ffmpeg -report -i your_file.mkv -f null -

Re-encode the uncompressed file to ProRes 422HQ with audio codec set to ‘copy’
$ffmpeg -i your_file.mov -map 0 -c:v prores_ks -profile:v 3 
-pix_fmt yuv422p10le -c:a copy your_file3.mov

Trim an audiovisual file
$ffmpeg -ss 00:00:00.000 -i your_file.mov -to 00:00:05.000
-c copy -map 0 your_file4.mov

Export thumbnails from a movie file (between 1 and 5 second points)
$ffmpeg -i your_file.mov -vf select=`between(t,1,5)` -vsync 0 
your_file_images%d.png

Resync video and audio tracks in a file by slipping audio by 3 seconds
$ffmpeg -i your_file.mov -itsoffset 3 -i input.mov -map 0:v 
-map 1:a -c copy your_file5.mov

Let’s play with FFmpeg command line



NOTES:
your_file.mov - if it is shown black/italic then change it to whatever you want to use.
flac  -  Free Lossless Audio Codec

-map 0   - don’t forget it!

-dn   - is used by some preservation archivists that work with data streams which can’t 
be carried in the Matroska folder, so you may benefit from adding this to the first code if 
you experiment with files that contain them.


To return a FFV1/MKV files to V210 uncompressed use:

$ffmpeg -i your_file.mkv -map 0 -c:v v210 -c:a pcm_s16le 
your_file.mov

prores_ks is the best of three codecs FFmpeg uses as it supports 4444 and 
interlacing.  The others are prores and prores_aw.


In the fifth code don’t mistake ` grave accent for a ‘ single quote.


-map 0 wouldn’t be used in the last example. You’re specifying the map flag  -map 0:v 
-map 1:a highlighting audio as active, and to reverse change to 1:v and 0:a.



Create an MD5 checksum for a video or audio file
$ffmpeg -i your_file.mov -f framemd5 your_file.md5

Convert an image sequence into an ProRes 444 video file
$cd path_to_directory/DPX/
$ffmpeg -f image2 -pattern_type glob -i “*.dpx” -c:v prores_ks 
-profile:v 4 -pix_fmt yuv444p10le -r 25 your_dpx_file.mov

Mute audio between selected in/out points (t duration as seconds)
$ffmpeg -i your_file.mov -c:v copy -af
“volume=enable=‘between(t,8,9)':volume=0" your_file6.mov

Create a Concat Demuxer with files of same codec/timebase
Create a simple list.txt file that lists the separate files one beneath the other like this:
file /pathtofile/your_file1.mov 
file /pathtofile/your_file2.mov
file /pathtofile/your_file3.mov
Save the list.txt, then use this code to combine all three videos into one stream:
$ffmpeg -f concat -i list.txt -c copy your_files_123.mov

Using a ‘For Loop’ to automate video file conversion within a directory  
BOTH $cd /path_to_directory
MAC $for f in *.mov; do ffmpeg -i “$f” -c:v prores_ks -profile:v 3
-pix_fmt yuv422p10le -c:a copy “${f%.mov}_PR.mov”; done

PC $for %%a in (*.mov) DO ffmpeg -i "%%a" -c:v prores_ks -profile:v 3  
-pix_fmt yuv422p10le -c:a copy “output\%%~na_PR.mov"



NOTES:

Muxing is short for multiplexing (from the latin for multiple). To mux is to combine multiple 
signals over a channel in the form of a single complex signal. Conversely, at the receiving 
end to demux (or demultiplexer) recovers the individual strands.


In the second command we combine an image sequence into one video stream using 
FFmpeg’s image2 file demuxer, with pattern_type and glob selected. You read more 
about this from the FFmpeg website who explain it better than I can:

https://www.ffmpeg.org/ffmpeg-formats.html#image2-1


The Concat Demuxer uses a txt list to combine three videos into one stream, adding 
them in sequence one after another to one timeline.


‘For loop’ is a command line prompt, that references FFmpeg further into the instruction.  
f=file, and %=expansion without number values just copies the name over to new file, to 
the end of which I’ve added an _PR to differentiate the new prores files from the original. 
I’ve not tried the Windows version of this command, so apologies if it’s not quire correct 
or needs tweaking, for this Google is your friend!

https://www.ffmpeg.org/ffmpeg-formats.html#image2-1


FFmpeg official site:                                $man ffmpeg
https://ffmpeg.org/                                   $ffmpeg -h

FFmprovisr. Collection of guides and commands written by archivists, for archivists:
https://amiaopensource.github.io/ffmprovisr/

FFmpeg cookbook for archivists        Training programmes by Reto Kromer 
https://avpres.net/FFmpeg/                https://reto.ch/training/

Training slides for all levels in digital preservation (inc CLI and FFmpeg), by Ashley Blewer
https://training.ashleyblewer.com/

FFV1 Cheat sheet by Peter Peter Bubestinger-Steindl:
https://trac.ffmpeg.org/wiki/Encode/FFV1

Command line crash course for all operating systems:
https://learnpythonthehardway.org/book/appendixa.html

Explain Shell reviews your faulty command lines and explains errors to you:
https://explainshell.com/

If you don’t think FFmpeg command line is for you but want the benefits it offers then you can buy 
software such as iFFmpeg, which gives you all the functions but through a GUI. You still need to install 
FFmpeg via command line though, and will require admin permissions to do this.

Essential Resources

https://ffmpeg.org/
https://amiaopensource.github.io/ffmprovisr/
https://avpres.net/FFmpeg/
https://reto.ch/training/
https://training.ashleyblewer.com/
https://trac.ffmpeg.org/wiki/Encode/FFV1
https://learnpythonthehardway.org/book/appendixa.html
https://explainshell.com/



